THREE BEEPS REDUX
When the two young boys entered his hospital room, they
could see that their great-grandfather's eyes were closed. He was
lying on the bed, the aged face pallid, the skin fragile as parchment.
Several tubes and wires connected his body to monitors and medicinal
drips.
David, the older boy at eleven, put a finger to his lips – a
signal to his brother Peter, nine, not to speak above a whisper. "He's
sleeping. We probably shouldn't wake him up."
"I heard you," came a hoarse sound from the old man, as
his eyes slowly opened. "I'm not asleep, just resting. . . . And what a
sight for sore eyes, to see you two – come on over by the bed."
Earlier that day, the boys’ mother had received a call
from a nurse at the hospital. Fearing the worst, she was relieved to
learn that the nurse was simply relaying a message from the old man –
that he wanted to see his two great-grandsons today, and by
themselves. This was a little puzzling to the mother – not his wanting
to see them, because the three of them had forged a warm and special
relationship over the past decade, but why he was asking to see them
alone. Well, she thought, perhaps he doesn’t want the limited time he
has with the boys to be diluted by the intrusion of other relatives . . . .
When she dropped her sons off that afternoon at the
entrance to the large Hartford hospital, she cautioned them, “Be gentle
with G-F.” That was the name the boys had adopted for the old man,
to signify he was their Grandfather's Father. “G-F is frail. Just stay a
little while, so as not to tire him."
But now, as they neared his bed, G-F summoned up some
hidden reserve of strength, pulling each boy to him in a hearty
embrace. And then, as if to show them that he not only possessed
good hearing and strong arms but was capable of lucid thought, he
said – in speech still marked by occasional flawed grammar and an
immigrant’s accent after 70 years in America – "Hey, I watched
Huskies play on TV yesterday – pretty sorry excuse for football team,
I'd say."

With that, the three of them launched into ten minutes of
spirited conversation – touching on sports, school, the new trick their
dog had learned, and the next family trip being planned. For the boys,
it was just like old times with G-F – much better than they had dared
to hope for.
I love these boys, thought G-F, and would be happy
hearing them go on like this for an hour – but that wasn’t why I asked
for them to visit me today. No, it’s because there’s something I want
to tell them – something I never mentioned to the boys before and
asked rest of family to say nothing to them about. . . .
“Hey, G-F,” said David after one of the old man’s
perceptive comments, “I bet you’re the sharpest 99-year-old guy in
the whole hospital.”
“Yeah,” said Peter, “and we’re gonna have a great party
on your 100 birthday.”
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G-F smiled at the compliment and the thought of the
party to come. I like idea of making it to one hundred, he mused, but
date is months away and doctors aren’t making any predictions. “You
could go on for a couple of years,” said one of them, “or it could be
all over in a couple of days.” How’s that for bedside manner? But
I’ve lived to ripe old age and was father to this good family, so I’m
not troubled that things will come to an end some day. But I did want
to have my little talk with boys today – not postpone it any longer . . . .
The rays of the afternoon sun slanted in through the only
window in the room, illuminating the array of electronic monitors
near the bed. It was a single room with a small bathroom. The only
furniture was a bedside table and two pull-up chairs that the boys sat
in or leaned against. G-F’s pants and jacket were on a hanger in the
closet, which also contained a small valise holding his other street
clothes and belongings.
During the next lull in their conversation, G-F said,
"When I see you two, can't help thinking about male line in our family
– from me to my son, your grandfather; then from him to your father,
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my grandson; and finally to you two as my great-grandsons. This fills
me with much pride.”
"Us, too," said Peter.
"And we owe it all to you," said David.
"That's right," said G-F – and now, realizing this was the
last moment he could pull back, he decided to move ahead – "and yet,
it almost didn't happen."
This last remark puzzled the boys. "What do you mean
by ‘almost didn’t happen’?” asked David.
G-F didn't reply right away. His shoulders inched
forward as he tried to reach for the glass of water on the bedside table.
David helped him retrieve it, positioning the straw for him to sip.
Then G-F sank back on his pillow and took a deep breath. When he
began to speak, his voice was low, a little hoarse, and he wheezed
from time to time.
"This story I never told you before. My wife, she was
there, but she pass away before you been born. Your grandfather, he
knew about it – he was there as young boy. And your father heard it
when became adult. But I asked them not to tell you.”
He had their undivided attention now. They moved
closer to the head of the bed in order to hear him better.
"Not sure why I keep you from it. You're plenty old
enough – older than was your grandfather when all this happened. . . .
It’s something you should know about – to learn how you almost
didn't exist."
Not all true, thought G-F – the part about me not being
sure why I kept them from it. Have never talked about this with
psychiatrist, but I bet he’d say because of guilt. And he’d be right –
but for wrong reason . . . .
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Their interest now aroused, the boys were anxious for
their great-grandfather to get going. "Please tell us, G-F," said Peter.
"We want to hear your story."
“You boys think you can stay in one place, be quiet and
listen for ten minutes?”
“I can,” said David, “and I’ll make sure Peter does too.”
“Don’t either of you worry about me,” said Peter.
The old man took another deep breath and started in.
"Good. Okay, here goes. Time is 1942 – more than 70 years ago.
Place is medium-sized town in Poland. You know where Poland is?"
"Yes," said David quickly. "We studied it in geography.
It's between Russia and Germany."
"Right," said G-F. "Your great-grandmother Sadie and I,
plus our son – your grandfather – who was five years old, lived in
house just outside town."
"Like in the suburbs?" asked Peter.
"Not the same," said G-F. "Just on edge of town, where
forest started. And this is during World War II – you know about
that?"
"I know some things," said David – "like about Pearl
Harbor and D-Day and the atom bomb. . . ."
"Good. Well, Poland was occupied by German army
then. And the Nazis in charge were rounding up all the Polish Jews
and sending them to concentration camps, where almost every
prisoner ended up being killed. And we were Jewish. . . . You boys
know about concentration camps?"
"Not really," said David, although in fact he had heard
some things about them, "but we'll take your word for it."
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"They were terrible places – just as well you don't know
all details. Enough to know that if we were sent to one, that would be
end of family. . . ." G-F paused to offer up something comparable.
"Like being passenger on plane that crashes into ocean."
"We get the picture," said David.
Halting his narrative for a few moments, G-F briefly
reflected. This is the guilt psychiatrist would think of – ‘Why did I
survive when all others didn’t?’ Well, maybe I have some of that, but
it wasn’t reason I put off talk with the boys for so long. . . .
David said, "But here's what I don't understand, G-F. If
the Nazis were rounding up all the Jews to send them to concentration
camps, and you and your family were Jewish, how come they didn't
grab you?"
"Aha,", said G-F, "you come right to point – smart boy.
Well, here's why."
He took a deep breath before revisiting some painful
memories. The room was silent, except for the whirring sounds of the
electronic gauges.
“Story begins in late ’39, after German army invaded our
town but before rounding up of Jews. We were home one day when I
hear loud screams from the street. I run out front door to see what’s
going on. The screams come from German soldier, who is being
attacked by big wild dog."
“I once got bitten by a dog,” said Peter,
"I need to do something, so I grab garden rake from the
yard and run over there. Dog had ripped soldier's uniform to shreds
and was going for his throat.” G-F wheezed and then coughed a few
times before resuming. “I swing my rake, beat dog off, and save
soldier's life."
"Hey, G-F, that's fantastic," said Peter. "I didn't know
that you. . . ." He stopped.
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"That's okay, Peter," said G-F. "You didn't know this old
man in hospital bed, weak and full of wires, could beat off big wild
dog. Well, maybe not today – but back in my 20’s, I was pretty spry."
"I wish we had some photos of you the way you looked
back then in Poland," said David.
"Listen to story – you'll see why we have no photos."
"We're listening," said the boys in unison.
"Well, this soldier – first name Wolfgang – was very
grateful to me for saving his life, so became friendly to our family.
And, big coincidence – Wolfgang is the German officer they then put
in charge of rounding up Jews in town to send to concentration
camps."
David couldn’t let this go by without a comment.
"Sounds to me like you picked the right Nazi to rescue."
"Just luck – I didn't know Wolfgang from Adam. But if
any other officer was put in charge of round-up, our family would be
chopped liver."
"Chopped liver?" said Peter, "What does that mean?"
"It means," said David, "that G-F would have had the
schnitzel."
"Oh, I get it," said Peter.
G-F smiled at their byplay, then wheezed once more
before continuing. “So Wolfgang tells us what will soon happen –
total roundup of all Jews and ship them to the camps. He wants to
protect us from this – his way of saying thanks for saving his life."
"But how could he do that," asked David, "without the
other Nazis knowing?"
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"Here's how. He has us turn ourselves into Catholics. He
makes us get rid of our yarmulkes and prayer shawls. We change our
family name from Steinberg to Majewski, Sadie becomes Mary, and
so on. Wolfgang finds us birth and marriage certificates from dead
Polish Catholics, and we become those people.”
G-F paused briefly to savor a memorable moment. “The
date of birth on your grandfather’s birth certificate was one month
later than his own. We had to drill him on what date his new birthday
was, to match certificate, in case anyone asked. We all drilled on the
Catholic catechism – Father, Son, Holy Ghost – and whole family
went to mass at Catholic church every Sunday.”
"I get it," said David, "— doing all this stuff so the Nazis
wouldn't think you were Jews. But how about the other people in the
town – they knew who you were, didn't they? What did they say
about it?"
"Good question," said G-F. "We worried about that. Not
so much about other Jews putting finger on us, but about some
Christian turning us in. Like this big guy, Stanislaus, who lived in
the next house. He knew we were Jews and didn’t like us living in
Christian neighborhood. Acted very unfriendly after we became
phony Catholics.”
“So, why didn’t someone turn you in?” asked David.
It was a miracle they didn’t, thought G-F, a real miracle.
“Well, we were well-liked in the town. Also we had some money,
which we spread around, buying goods from Christian shopkeepers,
helping their charities.” Here G-F paused, as a distant memory entered
his mind. One charity we gave big money to was soup kitchen for poor
Catholics run by our neighbor Stanislaus. But he never even thanked
us for gift – so rude, just ignored me – which was one reason I
worried about him some day turning us in to Nazis. . . .
“Are you okay, G-F?” asked David. “You sort of
stopped in the middle of things.”
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G-F dismissed his memory and resumed the story. “Sorry
– okay, back on track. But biggest reason we weren’t turned in was
that our family had a business in town – run by Sadie’s father until he
died before all this and I took over – business that employed lots of
local Catholics. They didn't want to see that to disappear."
The door opened, and a nurse entered the room. G-F
paused in his story to introduce her to the boys. She shook their hands
and said how glad she was to see such handsome visitors.
The nurse checked the connections on each of the tubes
and wires, then scanned the digital displays. She lingered a few
moments before one screen, making some notes on a pad. She then
turned to leave with a shrug – as if to say, I’ll take care of that later, I
don’t want to interrupt the old man’s time with the boys.
"To continue," said G-F when she had departed,
"Wolfgang was taking big risk here. If they found out he was
protecting family of Jews, he would be shot. We knew that, so didn't
just count on his gratitude for my dog rescue – we also paid him
plenty well."
Here G-F paused, and David thought he detected a tear in
the corner of the old man’s eye. "And Wolfgang stayed faithful to us
all through those terrible times, with so many of our friends put on
trains to Auschwitz."
Peter, whose attention had momentarily flagged, asked,
“Did you say ‘ostrich’ – like in a zoo?”
David frowned at his younger brother, “No, he said
‘Auschwitz,’ which was one of the big bad camps.”
G-F blinked back the tear and continued. "Still,
Wolfgang was realist and knew some day his boss might figure out we
were Jews and send Nazi storm troopers to pick us up. So he worked
out a plan to prepare us for the worst – telling us if we don't act fast
when time comes, it's curtains."
"I know what 'curtains' means," said Peter.
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"Here was Wolfgang's plan. If he finds out the Nazis are
headed for our house, he would call us on telephone and let it ring for
three short beeps.” G-F imitated the beeping sound before continuing.
“Beep. . . beep. . . beep. Then he would hang up and call back right
away, again let it ring for three short beeps. Beep. . . beep. . . beep. If
we get that signal – three beeps, a few seconds quiet, then three more
beeps – we must leave the house right away and never come back."
"Leave with just the clothes you had on and nothing
else?" asked David
"Well, we packed some clothes and other things into
small satchels to take along – kept them in closet near back door.”
“What’s a ‘satchel’?” asked Peter.
“It’s small valise, overnight bag – like mine in the closet
over there.”
Peter checked out the closet and said, “Oh, yeah, I see.”
G-F resumed the story. “And Wolfgang worked out
escape route, from our back door, then over behind house of neighbor
Stanislaus, then through the woods in back – very twisty route that bypasses German patrols and, after much travel, takes us to a Baltic port.
He said that once we got there, we could use our money to bribe
fishing boat captain to take us to freedom."
"Wow!" exclaimed David.
“Yeah,” said Peter, and then added, “G-F, I’m sorry to
interrupt your story, but if I don’t get to the toilet right away, I’m
going to pee in my pants.”
“Go pee, Peter – toilet is right over there in little
bathroom. But hurry back after, because I’m getting tired and want to
finish story before fall asleep.”
Peter headed for the bathroom, with David following
closely to make sure that Peter did his business without leaving a
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puddle. G-F, whose head had inched upward as he spoke, now
resumed his prone position. He was happy for the minute’s rest
before having to continue.
Well, he thought, now I have to make big decision. Do I
tell all, or only the “good half,” leaving out real reason I never told
the boys about this – the part that gives me such guilt even after all
these years. . . . I could leave it out and they’d never miss it – not
crucial to anyone but me . . . .
If I include it, will that make boys think less of me?
Maybe, but maybe not. If I don’t include it, will I regret leaving it out?
What about all my lectures to them – always tell the truth, boys, and I
mean the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you God.
Is tough choice to make, and my head is too tired to think
straight . . . . So I won’t decide now – just go through rest of story and
see what I think when the time comes . . . .
"Would you like some more water?" asked David when
they returned – and, receiving a nod, lifted the glass and its straw to
G-F's dry lips. Their great-grandfather inched upward to take a sip and
then continued the tale.
"So one day, sure enough, we get the signal from
Wolfgang. Three short beeps coming from the phone, then nothing,
then three more beeps. We grab our little satchels, I put a sharp
kitchen knife in my coat pocket, and we run out the back door – and
now I can hear rumble of truckload of German troops getting near
front of our house."
"They were really coming to take you away?" asked
Peter in alarm.
"Yes, but thank God, we are able to escape through the
trees in the back.” At this point, G-F paused for a few moments. The
look on his face implied he was making a decision about what to say
next. He took a deep breath before speaking. “And then, after
unbelievable trip taking many months, we made it to freedom."
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"Hooray!" said Peter.
“Right on!” said David. "But tell us about the
unbelievable trip."
G-F sank back down on the bed. He looked exhausted
from the exertion of speaking at such length, of revisiting such doleful
times. "Boys, I'm afraid that has to wait for another time – getting
sleepy now. . . . But here’s big thing to remember – we did escape . . .
and then, after the war, we come here to United States."
He wheezed a few times, but seemed determined to
continue. "And then, 20 years later, your grandfather married, and
grandma had your father. And then, 25 more years later, your father
married, and your mom had you two."
His eyes were only half-open now, and the boys thought
he might have fallen asleep, but G-F wasn’t finished speaking.
"Here's what's important. If we hadn't gotten the telephone signal from
Wolfgang and escaped, none of this would have happened – and you
boys wouldn't be here. But, thank God, you are. . . And now I’m
going to sleep. Thanks for coming over. . . .”
"Wow, G-F," said David, "that was some story."
"Yeah, really something," said Peter.
G-F’s eyes closed, but his mind was still at work. Right,
is some story. . . . Only missing the one part I left out. . . . Well, was
easier to tell without it, and why trouble the boys with that whole
thing? . . . They know now how close they came to never being born –
that was point I wanted to make. . . .
The boys could tell it was time for them to go. They each
came close to the head of the bed, to give their great-grandfather a hug
before leaving. As they did so, to their surprise, G-F’s eyes once more
opened wide. With difficulty, he propped himself up on the bed and
again spoke quietly to them.
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“One more thing I need to tell you about the day we
escape. Is not so pleasant, which is why I leave it out up to now. But
you know me, I always teach you that the truth has to be whole truth –
and the story isn’t whole without this other thing, the thing that is real
reason I never talked to you about Poland before today.”
The boys looked puzzled by what G-F was saying, but he
had their attention as he continued. “Just as we come outside back of
our house that day, crossing over to back of house next door and
heading for woods, I see our neighbor running toward us. This is
Stanislaus, the Catholic Pole I mention earlier, who knows our secret
and acts unfriendly to us the whole time before. Always I thought, if
anyone going to tell Nazis we were Jews, it would be him.”
G-F took a deep breath, wheezed and went on. “And now
he is shouting, ‘Wait, wait!’ – and meanwhile German soldiers have
reached our house. As Stanislaus comes near, I see him holding
something in his hand, don’t know what, but maybe a gun. And then I
think, this man who hates Jews, he wants to keep us from escaping.”
As the long suppressed scene returned to G-F’s mind in
sharp focus, he began to visibly perspire, his eyes taking on a frenzied
look. He wheezed a few more times before continuing.
“I am frantic to escape, and full of fear that this man will
stop us. So when he comes near, I reach into my pocket, take out
sharp kitchen knife, and plunge it into his chest.” As he spoke, G-F
raised his right arm to simulate the stabbing. “The man gasps, blood
stains his shirt, he falls to the ground, dead to world.”
David started to say something, but stopped when G-F’s
look told him the old man had something more to add.
“As Stanislaus falls, his hand comes up, like he wants to
give me something. But what’s in hand is not a gun – it’s a small
thermos bottle of water, and wrapped around it, held on by thick
rubber band, is map of whole area from our town all the way to Baltic,
and also a wad of Zlotys, Polish money.”
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G-F paused, as the agonizing impact of his realization
back then once again bubbled up into his brain. “Do you see? The
man is trying to help us escape, giving me something he keeps around
his house in case Nazis ever come after him. And what do I do to
thank him? I plunge my knife into his heart and kill him.”
G-F sunk down in the bed, the tragic error he had kept
bottled-up for so long at last revealed to his great-grandsons. He halfclosed his eyes, as if afraid to observe the boys’ reaction to this
unforgivable besmirching of the positive image they had of him.
After a few moments of silence, David finally spoke up.
“But G-F, you didn’t know why Stanislaus was trying to get you to
stop. You thought he wanted to turn you in to the Nazis. The thing he
had in his hand looked like a gun. You could hear the German troops
coming through the house, and you had to keep running – to save not
only yourself but also your wife and son.” David paused before
summing up. “So you only did what you had to do, G-F – it’s just
what I would have done if I were in your place.”
“Me, too,” said Peter.
G-F managed a weak smile, as his mind linked his
revelation and the boys’ reaction to a mainstay of the years he spent
masquerading in Poland as a Catholic. It’s like I made my confession,
and now these young priests gave me absolution.
G-F closed his eyes, the expression on his face one of
total serenity. The three of them remained quiet for a few moments.
And then the silence was broken by sounds coming from
one of the medical monitors by the side of his bed – "Beep, beep,
beep," it went, then a pause, and then again, "Beep, beep, beep."
G-F opened his eyes half-way, and the trace of a smile
once more came over his face. "I've been waiting long time for that
signal," he said slowly, his voice low but audible. “My satchel is
packed, I’m ready to go. . . Very happy we had this talk first . . . .
Bye, bye, dear boys. . . ."
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And then, as the emergency duty nurse ran into the room
heading towards his bed, G-F folded his hands over his chest and
closed his eyes. . . .
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